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On a recent trip to Disneyland with my friend, Lynda, she asked me about accelerators, and if I thought
investing in a company that will provide them to Apple would be a good idea. Mind you, this is not
really a normal conversation for us. I work in tech. She works in financial services. We met in acting
class, and most of our conversations center on the arts. Still, it was a fun chat that included my interest
in building a portable g-force meter for roller-coaster riders (Lynda and I love the California
Screamin' coaster). In the end I thought her investment idea was sound, especially when one considers
the continually-expanding smart-phone market, not to mention wearables (e.g., Apple Watch, FitBit,
etc.) that requires motion and orientation sensing.
Not long after that day I got a note from my friend Ken Gracey that Parallax would be creating a
Propeller-powered convention badge for anyone who needed such a gadget. The badge we created for
DEF CON 22 was an enormous success, but those are special and were limited (if you want one,
sometimes they show up on eBay). For reasons I won't trouble you with, the DC22 badge was very
quick-turn project, so we kept the circuitry simple. With a better schedule, the Parallax Conference
Badge is able to include quite a bit more in the way of features.
Parallax Conference Badge (Gen 1)
• Propeller Microprocessor
• 64K EEPROM
• 128 x 64 OLED display
• 6 Blue LEDs (Charlieplexed)
• 2 RGB modules (6 LEDs, Charlieplexed)
• 7 touch pads (used as buttons)
• IR output
• IR input
• MMA7660FC 3-axis accelerometer
• AV output (composite video, stereo audio)
This is a nice list of features for a low-cost (~$50) convention badge. It's powered by a 3.7v LiPo
battery, and even includes a charger circuit; when you plug into a USB port, the battery gets charged.
As you can see, one of the features of the badge is the Freescale 3-axis MMA7660FC accelerometer.
This is an I2C device, so the connections are quite simple. Figure 1 shows the schematic for the
MMA7660FC as used on the badge. No pull-ups shown for SCL and SDA, but they are on the badge
near the EEPROM (the I2C buss is shared).

Figure 1: MMA7660FC Schematic
The schematic is simple, but putting one of these dudes together isn't – the chip is tiny: only 3mm x
3mm (3mm = 0.12 inches). Have a look at Figure 2 – the badge on the left is a pre-production staff
badge, the one on the right is a production model guest badge (the production badges have a soft on-off
button so you don't have to pull the battery). The Propeller is easy to find (biggest chip on the board).
Above that is the 64K EEPROM. Now have a look at the tiny chip just above the EEPROM; that is the
accelerometer.
Clearly, this is not something we want to try to solder at home, even if we do toaster-over re-flow
soldering. No worries, if you don't yet have a Parallax Convention Badge, Seeed Studio makes an
experimenter's board for less than ten bucks. There are others, too, and I've listed them in the Resources
block. Just remember that the MMA7660FC is a 3.3V device; if you want to use it with a BASIC
Stamp or Arduino, you'll need a proper power supply and level-shifters on the I2C pins.
The MMA7660FC is designed for devices like cell phones, smart wearables, and gaming controls. At
its core, it provides four key pieces of information: x-axis g-force, y-axis g-force, z-axis g-force, and
tilt status bits derived from the other three registers. It can be configured to control an interrupt pin, but
I tend not to use that (an interrupt input is part of the badge design so you can experiment with it).

Figure 2: Parallax Hackable Electronic Badges
Figure 3 illustrates the axes behavior of the MMA7660FC. Imagine it installed in a cell phone, and the
cell phone laying flat on a table. With the face of the cell phone pointed away from the Earth's core, the
Z axis would read +1g (with X and Y at zero). If we stand the phone up so top is pointed skyward, the
X axis would read -1g. If we now rotate the phone counter-clockwise so that the right side (as we're
looking at it) is pointed skyward, the Y axis will read -1g. Think of it this way: the illustration shows
the behavior of an axis that is pointed skyward.
When not moving, we will tend to see between -1 and +1 on any axis, but the device has a range of 1.5g to +1.5g. If we shake our phone, for example, we can exert more than 1g on it. In fact, a neat
feature of the MMA7660FC is a shake alarm; this is set whenever any axis is greater than 1.3g. The
MMA7660FC also does some filtering and can provide “tap” status if we choose. The idea behind tap
is to simulate a button press.

Figure 3: Accelerometer Axes
The MMA7660FC is deliberately simple and working with it is, too. Let's jump in and set it up for
typical use.
pub start(sclpin, sdapin)
i2c.setupx(sclpin, sdapin)
write_reg(MODE,
write_reg(INTSU,
write_reg(SR,
write_reg(PDET,
write_reg(PD,
write_reg(MODE,

$00)
$00)
$00)
$6C)
$08)
$C1)

We start by connecting to the device via I2C. With the Conference Badge, we're using pins 28 (SCL)
and 29 (SDA) – the I2C pins used by the EEPROM. For stand-alone boards we can use any set of free
pins.
The write_reg() method takes care of the nitty-gritty I2C transaction details for writing to a single
register. The first thing to do is suspend g-force measurements by clearing the MODE register; this is
necessary to set the sample rate. In simple apps we won't tend to use the Interrupt output pin so that
register (INTSU) is cleared, too. Clearing the SR register sets the sample rate to 120 readings per
second; this rate is required for tap detection. To enable tap detection, we setup the PDET register; in
this case we're looking for a tap on the Z axis with a threshold of 12. The PD register sets the tap
debounce count. You may have to experiment with this value based on your application and device –
I'm using a recommendation from a Freescale app note and it seems to work well when I tap the badge
with my forefinger. Finally, we activate the MMA7660FC by writing a 1 to bit0 of the MODE register
(the other bits configure the interrupt output – when used – for push-pull, active-high output as required
by the badge).
Reading g-force registers is as easy as reading from any other I2C device. If desired, we can do a multibyte read to capture all axes and the tilt register with one call. Here's that code.
pub read_all_raw(p_axes)
repeat
i2c.start
i2c.write(MMA7660_WR)
i2c.write(XOUT)
i2c.start
i2c.write(MMA7660_RD)
byte[p_axes][XOUT] := i2c.read(i2c#ACK)

byte[p_axes][YOUT] := i2c.read(i2c#ACK)
byte[p_axes][ZOUT] := i2c.read(i2c#ACK)
byte[p_axes][TILT] := i2c.read(i2c#NAK)
i2c.stop
ifnot (long[p_axes] & ALERT_XYZT)
quit

If you've worked with I2C you'll recognize this as a very standard multi-byte read transaction. The key
to this method is that it requires a pointer to a long, and this long will be used to hold the four byte
registers read from the MMA7660FC. The reason for doing this is at the end of the loop. Each of the
registers uses bit6 as an alert flag; when this bit is set the MMA7660FC may have been updating the
register while the I2C read was in process, and the register value should be considered corrupt. By
storing each of the axis bytes in a long, we can test for any alert flags with one statement using
ALERT_XYZT ($40404040). If there are no error bits, we return to the caller.
The axes registers hold a signed, 6-bit value that we need to fix up and convert to g-force before putting
it to use. That's easy using a couple Spin operators in this method:
pub raw_to_gforce(raw)
return (raw << 26 ~> 26) * 469 / 100

The first part of the code (in parenthesis) converts a 6-bit signed byte to a 32-bit signed long by leftshifting to move the raw sign bit to bit31, then doing a shift arithmetic right (~>) to realign it. With a
standard right shift, we pad the MSB with zero; with the SAR, we pad the MSB with what's in bit31
(sign bit for longs). This process correctly preserves the sign of the original value.
Finally, we convert to 1/100ths G's by multiplying the raw value by 4.69. Of course, the Propeller uses
integer math, so we do that with a multiply and divide.
The tilt register contains orientation information and status bits for tap and shake. Figure 4 shows the
configuration of the tilt register. Using the default initialization we can call the side(), orientation(),
tap(), and shake() methods to extract information from the tilt register.

Figure 4: Tilt Register Bits
pub side(tbits)
if (tbits < 0)
tbits := read_tilt
case (tbits & %11)
%01 : return FRONT
%10 : return BACK

return -1
pub orientation(tbits)
if (tbits < 0)
tbits := read_tilt
case ((tbits >> 2) & %111)
%001 : return LEFT
%010 : return RIGHT
%101 : return DOWN
%110 : return UP
return -1
pub tap(tbits)
if (tbits < 0)
tbits := read_tilt
return (tbits & TAP_BIT) >> 5
pub shake(tbits)
if (tbits < 0)
tbits := read_tilt
return (tbits & SHAKE_BIT) >> 7

Note that these methods allow you to pass a previous tilt register reading for conversion. We don't have
to, though; by passing a negative value to either of these methods, the tilt register will be read and the
desired information returned.
The side() method tells us the direction that the front of the badge (or our cell phone) is facing. When
laying flat on a table with the face pointed skyward, side() will return FRONT. If we flip it upsidedown so the front is pointed toward the Earth's core, side() will return BACK.
The orientation() method gives up portrait or landscape mode information when the device is standing
up. If the top of the badge is pointed skyward, we will get UP. If we rotate it so the top of the badge (as
we're looking at it) is pointed to the left, orientation will return LEFT. Using the orientation bits is how
your cell phone knows how to update the screen when you rotate it.
Okay, let's put this together for a little demo as shown in Figure 5. The main() method gets things
started and waits for us to open a terminal and press a key. After the key press, the terminal is cleared
and the report output setup. With the report printed we drop into a loop that reads and displays data
from the accelerometer every 100ms.

Figure 5: MMA7660FC Demo
pub main | t
setup
term.rxflush
term.rx
term.tx(term#CLS)
term.str(@Display)
t := cnt
repeat

update_display
waitcnt(t += (MS_001 * 100))

The update_display() method uses the acc.read_all() method to read and convert all of the
accelerometer register to g-force values. The rest is simple cursor moving and data display.
pub update_display
acc.read_all(@xg)
show_gforce(15, 4, xg)
show_gforce(15, 5, yg)
show_gforce(15, 6, zg)
show_side(15, 8, acc.side(tilt))
show_orientation(15, 9, acc.orientation(tilt))
goto_xy(15, 11)
tf_str(acc.tap(tilt), @Yes, @No)
goto_xy(15, 12)
tf_str(acc.shake(tilt), @Yes, @No)

Note that read_all() expects a pointer to an array of longs. With Spin we have the option of declaring
an array or – as I prefer here – simply declaring four longs (in the correct order) and pointing to the
first; like this:
var
long
long
long
long

xg
yg
zg
tilt

If you look at the g-force readings in the display you'll see that the Y axis is near +1g. Now refer back
to Figure 3. If we took the cell phone in Figure 3 and oriented it so the +Y axis was pointed skyward,
the top of the cell phone would be facing left – just as the orientation bits tell us. Neat
If you tap the badge with your finger you'll see the tap indication. Don't be alarmed if you see shake at
the same time, albeit briefly. Remember that the MMA7660FC sets the shake bit when the g-force on
any axis exceeds 1.3g. Actually shaking the device sets the shake indication without setting tap – tap is
a quick action and is filtered out when shaking occurs.
Time to Review Propeller Timing
The last couple episodes have had me talking about a fun little timing object I wrote that just seems to
get more useful every day. Part of this has to do with the way the Propeller does timing versus what we
may have been used to with a BASIC Stamp or other processor.
For delays, the Propeller uses a command called waitcnt (pronounced wait count), and I think it's the
name that confuses people; a more descriptive name would have been wait4cnt (wait for count). What
confuses the newcomer is that waitcnt doesn't wait a specific number of cycles, it waits for a specific
value to show up in the cnt register. While tricky to understand at first, this behavior is advantageous,
allowing us to create loops that run at a fixed time and, if we want, generate a fixed delay like we used

to do with PAUSE in the BASIC Stamp.
If we want to do an old-school fixed delay, which starts now, we code it like this:
waitcnt(cnt + delaytix)

In this case the code takes a snapshot of the cnt register and adds the delay tix to that value (there are
minimums for delaytix in Spin and PASM). Now the code will wait until the value in cnt reaches what
was just calculated. The equivalent code in PASM looks like this:
mov
t1, cnt
add
t1, delaytix
waitcnt t1, #0

An important point to remember is that reading the cnt register takes a bit of time and does pad the
timing just a bit. In many cases this won't cause a problem, but a recent discussion in the Parallax
forums points out that accessing the count register in a loop can extend timing in a sneaky way.
To illustrate, a forum member had a bit of code that looked something like this:
repeat
waitcnt(cnt + clkfreq)
if (++seconds == 60)
seconds := 0

He started his program and synchronized with another timing device. A few days later he noticed that
his Propeller clock was off by more than one would expect for crystal accuracy.
Here's the problem: The way that loop is constructed the waitcnt itself takes a fraction more than a
second; the interpreter is reading the cnt register, the clkfreq register, adding them, and then running
waitcnt. It's microseconds per iteration, but after enough runs through the loop this extra time will
become noticeable.
We're not done. It takes time to read the seconds variable, increment it, compare it to 60, and then
change it to zero if necessary. Finally, the code has to jump back to the waitcnt line. All of these things
pad the loop, causing it to run fractionally longer than one second.
The fix is very easy, and only requires one variable (a long):
t := cnt
repeat
waitcnt(t += clkfreq)
if (++seconds == 60)
seconds := 0

This is a very small change with a very big impact. This version of the code will update the seconds
variable dead-on every second (plus or minus the crystal accuracy). Here's why: Before we enter the
loop we establish an initial sync point by reading the cnt register there (note that this is the only place
where the cnt register is read). The waitcnt instruction updates the sync point variable t (note the +=
operator) with the number of ticks in one second (clkfreq). When that value is reached the code falls
through to dealing with the seconds variable. After that we go back to the top of the loop and update

the sync variable again while doing the next waitcnt.
Let's look at some numbers so this is absolutely clear. We'll imagine that we got very lucky when
reading the cnt register into t it was 0. Now we add clkfreq and the sync point becomes 80,000,000 (for
a typical system). The next time through sync point will be set to 160,000,000, and so on. The waitcnt
delays are all fixed from the line before entering the loop, hence the loop timing stays solid.
We call this a synchronized loop and it will run at the desired speed as long as the code inside the loop
consumes less time than the waitcnt is set for. If we violate the waitcnt timing our loop will appear to
hang because waitcnt has to wait for the 32-bit cnt register to go all the way around to the original
target – this can take about 54 seconds in an 80MHz system.
I tend to use loops like this when I absolutely need the loop run at a fixed frequency – things like motor
PWM or servo drivers are good examples. When things are a little more forgivable I tend to use my
timer object and fix any variations using the adjust() methods.
I have a friend named Brian who is a prop builder in the Halloween industry, and he recently asked for
help with a count-down timer for a zombie escape room. This was the perfect application for my little
timer object. And Brian is not the only person requesting count-down; I helped another guy with a
paratrooper training device, and my friend Matt with a timer for a Propeller-powered arcade game he
created.
My timer object calculates the difference between successive reads of the cnt register and accumulates
milliseconds. So how do we count down? Simple: we preset the milliseconds to a negative value.
Internally, the timer is counting up toward zero; by removing the sign, we have a value that appears to
be counting down.
In my timing-oriented projects I tend to have a method like this:
pub reset_time
if (state == S_HOLD)
time.hold
time.set_secs(-TIME_SET)
last := negx

In the escape room and paratrooper training programs there are hold and run modes; I only allow the
time to be reset when the clock is not actively running. When that's the case I put the timer on hold,
preset it to the negative value of the starting time (TIME_SET), and then set a flag (last) to a value that
differs from the initial time setting.
When starting the timer I ran into a problem: displaying the time in whole seconds caused the display
to immediately drop one second. The reason is that the timer object does everything in milliseconds.
Let's say we preset the timer to -30 seconds and release it to run. One millisecond later the time will be
-29.999 and when we divide by 1000 to get seconds, we get -29 – this make our display jump time right
at the beginning.
Here's how I solved that problem:
pub check_time | nowms

nowms := time.millis
now := -nowms / 1000
if (nowms // 1000)
++now
if (now <> last)
show_time
last := now
if (now == 0)
state := S_HOLD
time.hold

We start by capturing the current value of the timer (milliseconds). The next step removes the sign and
extracts the seconds from it. And now the key: We take the modulus of 1000 from the milliseconds
register and if not 0, we bump the value in now. If now differs from last (both are global variables) we
update the time display and then copy now into last. Finally, we check the value of now to see if the
timer has expired; if it has, the program state is changed to S_HOLD and the timer is put on hold.
Before closing, let me share another trick I do with the timer – again I used this with Brian's zombie
escape room and the paratrooper training device. Each of them has buttons that need to be read
frequently, and after button is pressed, we need a hold-off period to prevent quick back-and-forth state
or value changes.
For those programs I did something like this:
pub check_buttons | btns
if (btimer.millis < 0)
return
else
btimer.set(-BTN_SCAN)
btns := read_buttons
if (btns <> %000000)
process_buttons(btns)
btimer.set(-BTN_HOLDOFF)

For the buttons I create a separate timer object called btimer. The check_buttons routine gets called
without delays from the main loop. When the milliseconds value of btimer is zero or positive it is okay
to scan the buttons. When this is the case we set the next available scan time using BTN_SCAN (a
constant I tend to set around 25). Now we scan the buttons. If a button was pressed (I favor active-high
inputs) then we send that value to process_buttons and change the btimer milliseconds to the negative
value of BTN_HOLDOFF. This will cause the buttons to be ignored for the hold-off period. In one
project I moved the hold-off setting to the buttons processor method so that I could handle buttons
differently. For example, one of my projects lets me modify the time when the timer is in hold mode.
When I'm modifying the time I want a hold-off time of about 250ms. When I change modes, however, I
want a longer hold-off, typically 1000ms.
Some will wonder why I'm going through all this trouble. It boils down to this: when our code is sitting
on a waitcnt statement we're burning up processor cycles that could be used to do something else.
Using the timer object – where appropriate – lets me take advantage of those precious processor cycles.

Until next time, keep spinning and winning with the Propeller!
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